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About This Game

CAFE 0 ~The Sleeping Beast~ is a supernatural mystery visual novel which is fully voiced in Japanese.
You don't need to play CAFE 0 ~The Drowned Mermaid~ to understand the story.

The MCs from both games visit the same cafe, but, aside from that, the stories are different.
Seycara Orchestra is in charge of the beautiful orchestral soundtrack.

STORY

The Present
The story starts in a village with an atmosphere akin to Europe in the 19th century.

There is a big noble villa there where Corliss Green is working.

One day she wakes up and finds herself in front of a weird café.
Noir, the waiter, tells her that she has already died, but failed to go to the heaven and, as a lost spirit, she ended up at the

entrance to Café 0.

He later gave Corliss a chance to return to a week before she died.

But does she really need to go to the heaven?
And what is the truth behind her untimely death?

The Past
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Sophie Evans works as a midwife.
She is a cheerful woman and everybody likes her.

What is her relation to the missing incident 15 years ago?

CAST

Corliss - Ayano

Nathan - Mayuki Sawae
Ethan - Tarou Yamada

Barclay - Nyoibou
Noir - Shinya

Sophie - Aonoi
Ed - Kyou Tsukikage

Eva/Emma - Remi Tamaki
MOB - Aonoi, Ayano, Kon, Kouto Saionji, Shiwasun, Komugi Tachibana, Hiko Morikawa, Nyoibou

THEME SONG

"Replay?"

Music: Souichi Sakagami（Trial & Error)
Lyrics: kikyow
Vocal: ming-zi

GUIDE

Simply choose the choice which shows heart in the same color on day 2 and 3 to get into the character's specific route. True
route will be available later after all character's routes finished.

ORIGINAL BGM

11 original orchestral soundtrack from Seycara Orchestra.
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not really bad with 90% off :)
the main game is good but some sounds are annoying like when you miss a throw I wish the developer change it.
. Tulpa is a surreal and somewhat creepy puzzle game. It's layout is pretty bizarre and has a slightly hellish feel about it, with
basic colour schemes for each level (white, black and one other colour). It's worth playing if you can get it on a discount, but the
length detracts from the value and so I wouldn't recommend buying it at full price. I'd like to have seen more to the game, the
shortness of the game leaves me feeling unfulfilled. More story development would have been good, too.. Not to be mistaken
with the first Unreal, as this one took a turn more into a generic shooter, similar to the other FPS games around the same era and
it shows in the game and level design. Still, not too shabby over all and is a decent shooter, if the slow movement isn't an issue
and the big change in style over the first one won't put you off. This is not for everyone, but Unreal is Unreal.

As a side note, some familiarity with the storyline and setting is easy to see compared to a certain other, much more popular
game series which appeared a few years later.. Another great expansion for Medieval packages from PVGames. It is suitable for
expanding your medieval PVG world.

Before you evaluate negative packs from this creator, it is important to note that DLCs from PVGames are not intended for
RTP style stuff or Celiana\u00b4s DLC. It's because of a realistic concept from this author (as well as his work for the previous
generation of the program - RPG Maker VX ACE).

Full use of all DLCs from PVGames requires patience and a little need to set up third-party plug-ins. Yes, this is not a plug and
play extension. For advanced use of the material, it is necessary to use graphic software.  Here is a link to the list of add-ons
recommended by author himself. . Interesting challenges but some of the timings seems to be unrealistic. Kerb mounting is
actually ignored and not counted as a collision. Recommended to be played with a gaming wheel for faster and more precise
turns.
Would recommend it for the challenge and improving the skills for the base game!. Simple game with simple mechanics.
For the few hours of gameplay it offers it isn't bad, but it's nothing special either and the way it ends doesn't really help, as I felt
like I had been trolled after seeing the last screen.
Still, I did have a good enough time with it before the end that I can recommend this game as something to play, but only if it
can be had for very cheap like during a sale or in some bundle.. This game is pretty solid. If you're into the dungeon crawler
style of games then I'd definitly recommend it.
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PROS

+Good selection of party members, each feeling fairly unique
+Game felt polished the whole way through with no glitches
+No weird difficulty spikes for the sake of having an "insane" last boss.

CONS
-Character level ups have no customization, and minimal descriptions
  EXAMPLE: When my warrior gained a level it just said POWER HIT. I hovered the mouse over it and no explanation is
given. While fighting I would randomly see the words POWER HIT appear so you figure out what it does.

-The automapping is ok...you oneed to face a wall to make it appear. This leaves your map with a bunch of liitle gaps, and
makes you feel like you need to strafe along the walls to make sure it all gets drawn and you're not lost later

-The secrets are BRUTALLY hard to see later in the game. Its mostly the stone block of a wall thats pushed out a bit.

-Game is very short. Took me 5.0 hours exactly to finish it. However I am really not sick of it at all. I would start a new game
with a new party right away if I didn't have a massive backlog of everything else to play.

All in all this is quite a bit of fun to play. $5 for it on sale is a good price.. The game is in Early Access.
And you can tell, its a bit rough.
But the Dev is working on it daily.
You can see where he was inspired and you can see where he put a lot of love into it.
In time, this will be a fun game I'll put a lot of hours into.
Its going to take a lot of dedication, but he's shown it so far.
Keep it up (:
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SwordBounce is a fun, challenging precise platformer that has beautiful artwork. I would recommend it to anyone who is a fan
of the genre but a small warning for those that suffer from carpal tunnel or similar hand issues; it does not have controller
support so it can quickly get hard on your hands. You can read my full thoughts here: https:\/\/whatevo.com\/post\/237\/steam-
summer-sale-retrospective. Delightful little game, and a good mental challenge.. Simple and Fun.. Brawl is a game like
bomberman but with better graphics.. And God, I promise… no more sex with anybody… unless they really, really, need it..
This is incredibly satisfying :). i quit after a few minutes.. Q for turn left and D for turn right is anoying. controller not
supported.. I used to really enjoy the online version of this game. Saddly that is no longer true. While I would HIGHLY
reccomend this game for the Campaign Mode, the Online Mode is another matter ENTIRELY!!!! Once you reach level 5, you
must win a number of sucsessfull wins to advance onwords, but each loss counts you backwords on that total. THIS, is not a
problem. THE PROBLEM, is that many players have found a way to "HACK" either the timeclock, or the game itself! I have
found myself ready to acquire a good card, only to have my game freeze. Then reload. Not only do I lose precious time during
this reloaded "Glitch". But often it will undo my card purchases or even worse, my bases will be destroyed or my health slashed
in half. All of which being impossible with the card's the opponet had availible to play. Now, I KNOW I'm not the best player. I
admit that freely. But after almost 500 games, I STILL CAN'T GET EVEN HALFWAY THROUGH TO LEVEL 7! This
means With the losses counting against me, I have only managed to go up 1 LEVEL in almost 500 games!!!

I have sent several emails to the developer company, yet have seen no correction of this problem. While I LOVE the actual
game, the strategy is AMAZING, as are the card's ARTWORK. This feature caused me to stop playing this game for almost 2
years! During this time, the "Glitches" aperantly got worse, not better. I started playing again yesterday. And during this last
match, I couldn't even buy single cards without struggling through "MULTIPLE" turns do to "Glitches". I don't know if this is a
active bug in the game, or a hackable back door. But it WILL FRUSTRATE YOU, to know end. Unless you're willing to
NEVER, play against others onlne. (The very point of most steam games). I would have to say this game is curently not worth
it's price. I am sorry. But this is just true.. I was frankly obsessed with this game when I first got it, and played it nonstop for a
long time. Looking back, it's a pretty easy game since you can decide when to initiate an attack, and you mostly don't have to
bother with checking out their stats and forming a plan. I loved making tons of potions and gathering tons of artifacts, finding
secret rooms and planning what to attack and what to avoid. After reading some of these reviews it's hard to say who will love it
and who will get bored, but it's still one of my favorite games I've ever bought on Steam.

It's got a bit of a story, it's got spells and crafting, you can go at your own pace without being assaulted by monsters coming after
you, you can make your own avatar dude, you can buff your gear with stats you like, and you can get wildly over-powered if
that's your thing. I'm crazy about it, but it may not be a very challenging game, depending on what you prefer in a rougue-like.
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